
  

The first row (light blue shading) is filled out as an example. Double click in the date column to 
select a date. Choose your name and the appropriate WEZ section from the drop-down 
menus. 

Date SI Leader WEZ Student WEZ Class What did you work on? How long? Notes

1/17/2018 John Keller Billy Tuitavake WEZ 110 (James) Revision; 40 minutes from 3:15 to 3:55

Billy is having a hard time thinking of what to write. He 
read the book but can't seem to group his ideas in a way 
that makes sense to him. I told him to talk to Teeka and 
to use the organizer from class. I think he needs to get 
started earlier, but we spent a long time going over his 
outline.

9/10/2018 George Qobti Rajae Johnson WEZ 110 (Stafford) Essay Structure/Revision; 45 Minutes

Rajae was having a hard time coming up with a thesis to 
set up his poetry essay. I advised him to explain what 
poetry means to him in his own words, in the 
introduction, keeping his thesis broad in order to be able 
to connect his points. He has good ideas on how to 
connect the differnt poems with his overall theme 
(gender discrimination), but just needs to do the dirty 
work. I also laid out a structure for him to embede his 
quotes followed by commentary.

9/11/2018 George Qobti Trey Smith WEZ 110 (Stafford) Rogh Draft/FInal ; 30 minutes

Trey needs to improve on condensing his writing. We 
also moved his thesis from beg. of intro to the end. We 
also dicussed bringing his thesis together, bringing his 
point to a close by stating why being seperated as a 
country does so much harm and why coming together 
will relsolve many of our problems. 

9/12/2108 George Qobti Mack Mathews WEZ 110 (Stafford) Conclusion/Thesis; 30 minutes

Although Mack came to me sort of last minute, we were 
able to tocuh up his conclusion by reflecting on his focus 
on gender, and race discrimination. We also came up 
with a snazzy title!

9/14/2018 George Qobti Rashaan F. WEZ 110 (Stafford)
Brainstorming/Essay plan/Thesis 
planning; 1hour

Rashaan...There isn't much to say besides he needs to 
seek help earlier. Rashaan has great ideas with the 
potential to write some promising papers but just needs 
to apply himself earlier, which will only screw himself 
over by turning in a potentially great paper a week late.

9/17/2018 George Qobti Mo WEZ 105 (James) Thesis revision; 30 minutes 
Mo needed help with crystalizing his thesis sentecne 
structure. 

11/17/2018 George Qobti Dietrich WEZ 110 (Stafford) Essay planning 1 hour Brain storming essay planning structure

11/27/2018 George Qobti Dietrich WEZ 110 (Stafford) Rough draft edit

11/3/2108 George Qobti Rashaan F. WEZ 110 (Stafford) Revision on Fences essay; 1 hour

11/4/2018 George Qobti Demmarri WEZ 105 (James) Introduction/Essay structure; 1 hour
Worked on devleoping ideas with the intention to 
strategically format essay

9/4/2018 Anu Tuiono Moses WEZ 105 (James) Intro paragraph 30 mins Didnt know how to get started or what to wright about

9/5/2018 Anu Tuiono Darnel WEZ 105 (James) 30 mins How to start a interesting paper

9/6/2018 Anu Tuiono Darnel WEZ 105 (James) 30 mins brain storming ideas what to write about for paper

9/7/2018 Anu Tuiono Miles WEZ 105 (James) 25 mins
What Ms.Teeka is looking for in a paper/understanding 
the readings and being able to elaborate about them 

9/10/2018 Anu Tuiono Royal/Moses WEZ 105 (James) 30mins each
Both needed help finding ways to organize there paper 
paper for maximum efficiency

9/11/2018 Anu Tuiono Carl WEZ 105 (James) 1 hour
Didnt think wrighting was good enough had to show why 
his wrighting was good

9/12/2018 Anu Tuiono Angel WEZ 105 (James) 1 hour help with relating readings together

9/13/2018 Anu Tuiono Sione WEZ 110 (Stafford) 1 hour looking over essay for good sentences

9/17/2018 Anu Tuiono Darnel WEZ 105 (James) 1 hour How to relate all readings to his way of thinking

9/18/2018 Anu Tuiono Lorenzo WEZ 105 (James) 1 hour hoe to organize an essay

9/19/2018 Anu Tuiono Brentte/Deitrich WEZ 110 (Stafford) 15mins/45 mins Logging into canvas/ Brainstorming

9/20/2018 Anu Tuiono Karl WEZ 105 (James) 15mins Essay help

9/24/2018 Anu Tuiono David WEZ 105 (James) 45 mins Essay help

9/25/2018 Anu Tuiono Brentte/Angel/Darnel WEZ 105 (James) 10 mins each All needed help printing seperately 

9/26/2018 Anu Tuiono Aajon WEZ 105 (James) 30 mins wrighting a reflection

9/27/2018 Anu Tuiono Rocky WEZ 105 (James) 15mins Punctuation help

9/16/2018 Anu Tuiono Moli WEZ 110 (Stafford) 30 Mins
Needed help writing second essay is late and needs to 
get it done

9/18/2018 Anu Tuiono trevor WEZ 105 (James) 1 hour
Wanted to talk about essay about the road ideas how to 
start essay 

9/23/2018 Anu Tuiono Dustin WEZ 105 (James) 1 hour
Helping with what to write about for third essay about 
the road

9/24/2018 Anu Tuiono Rocky WEZ 105 (James) 1 hour Needed help on expanding mind about the man box

9/25/2018 Anu Tuiono Myles WEZ 105 (James) 1 hour preparing for presntation for class

9/26/2018 Anu Tuiono Myles WEZ 105 (James) 1 hour preparing for presntation for class

9/29/2018 Anu Tuiono Sione WEZ 110 (Stafford) 1 hour Needed help on second essay didnt know what to write

10/16/2018 Anu Tuiono JJ WEZ 105 (James) 30 mins Needed help with finiding good quotes 

10/18/2018 Anu Tuiono dustin WEZ 105 (James) 1 hour
Was asking about how to set up an essay for his second 
essay

10/23/2018 Anu Tuiono Moli WEZ 110 (Stafford) 1 hour Needed help with starting the road essay

10/24/2018 Anu Tuiono Sione WEZ 110 (Stafford) 1 hour Needed help with starting the road essay

10/25/2018 Anu Tuiono adam WEZ 105 (James) 1 hour conersation about sold out and how this relates to today

10/29/2018 Anu Tuiono Miles WEZ 105 (James) 1 hour Need help on what to do for presentation

11/5/2018 Anu Tuiono Sione WEZ 110 (Stafford) 1HOUR Was asking how to find good quotes for his essay

11/8/2018 Anu Tuiono Moli WEZ 110 (Stafford) 1HOUR needed help with writing a better 1st paragraph

11/13/2018 Anu Tuiono Dustin WEZ 105 (James) 1HOUR needed help with research for a paper
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11/14/2018 Anu Tuiono Carl WEZ 105 (James) 1HOUR needed help with how to research for a paper

11/26/2018 Anu Tuiono JJ WEZ 105 (James) 1HOUR Needed me to review his essay for mistakes

3/12/2019 George Qobti Josh Keller WEZ 110 (Stafford) 1 hour
Brain storming ideas what to write about for paper for 
the Road Essay. Focusing on Prompt #2 relating to God

3/13/2019 George Qobti Moala WEZ 110 (Stafford) 1 hour
Discussion on Road Essay. We came up with ideas for a 
potential thesis

3/19/2019 George Qobti Carl Barnes WEZ 110 (Stafford) 1 Hour

Revision and devlopment on thesis. I advised Carl to 
take a different approuch on devloping his supporting 
ideas that would be the overarching theme for his essay.

3/21/2019 George Qobti Mike Fifita WEZ 110 (Stafford) 1 hour

Mike asked me to help him devlop a conclusion, but I 
though it was more productive to focus on his thesis and 
topic senteces to truly pull his whole essay together. I 
advised him to use the conlusion to reflect on his paper 
rather than a summary of his paper


